LCHIP Description of Proposed Work
Players’ Ring Theater 105 Marcy Street, Portsmouth, NH 03301 (603) 436 8123 playersring@myfairpoint.net

No. 1

Feature : Building & Site

Date of Feature: 1833

Describe existing feature and its condition:
The Players’ Ring Theatre is a two and a half story gabled roof masonry building. Built in 1833 as the
office and machine room of the Portsmouth Marine Railroad in a once active waterfront, the building
now sits on the edge of Portsmouth’s Prescott Park and serves as a 70 seat black box theatre. The
building retains its historic fenestration pattern of doors and windows, some of which retain large iron
pintels that held iron clad shutters. The building has seven doors that range from the 1830s to 2016 and
c.1980 wood replacement windows set in mostly original but severely deteriorated frames. In 2007 the
Players’ Ring rebuilt the damaged front (west facing) cornice of the building as part of a larger roof
repair project. Guided by a 2011 NH Preservation Alliance funded assessment report by timber framer
Arron Sturgis with supporting material provided by architectural historian Peter Michaud, in 2016 the
Players’ Ring used conservation license plate money to repoint the back (east facing) wall. Following the
report’s recommendations, the c.1980 replacement windows and deteriorated frames were replaced
with custom made wood windows set in frames made to match the details on the surviving historic
frames on the building. Modern steel doors on this elevation were replaced at this time with metal
doors clad on the exterior with vertical plank sheathing that supposedly mimic a generic warehouse
door. The Players’ Ring is listed to the NH State Register of Historic Places. It is also listed to the
National Register of Historic Places with national significance as part of the Portsmouth Downtown
Historic District.
The building is owned by the City of Portsmouth with a lease arrangement that gives responsibility of its
rehabilitation and maintenance to the Players’ Ring Theater.
Photo numbers: Photos 1 & 2
Describe work and impact on feature:
Work on masonry, windows, and doors are described below. No other work is scheduled for the
building or site as part of this project. The project will not require ground disturbance.
No. 2

Feature: Masonry

Date of Feature: 1833/Early 20th Century

Describe existing feature and its condition:
The masonry on the north facing wall is in excellent shape and requires no work and the east wall was
repointed as described above. The south and west walls are in relatively good shape but areas close to
the ground and around windows and doors require repointing.
Photo numbers: Photos 19, 20, 21, & 22
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Describe work and impact on feature:
Masonry will be repointed in select areas around windows and doors and in areas where needed near
the building’s foundation (mainly four feet from the foundation level.) Removal of the existing mortar
and the repointing will follow the guidelines and recommendations of Preservation Brief #2: Repointing
Mortar Joints in Historic Masonry Buildings. Repointing mortar will match the color, texture, strength,
joint width and joint profile of the existing historic masonry. The Players’ Ring will schedule a site visit
with LCHIP and the DHR to review and approve specifications and repointing samples before proceeding
with this work.
No. 3

Feature : Windows & Frames

Date of Feature: 1833/1980

Describe existing feature and its condition:
As noted above, all windows on the south and east façade of the building date to 1980. They are set in
frames that have suffered extensive deterioration and numerous repairs. The aforementioned
assessment report from 2011 called for the replacement of all windows with a wood window with a
more appropriate wood window and to repair or replace all frames to match the surviving historic
frames on the building. Further study of the frames showed that all frames had sufficient damage,
deterioration, and loss of historic fabric to warrant replacement. The windows and frames on the north
and east elevations were replaced in 2016 funded in part with a Conservation License Plate grant from
the NH Division of Historical Resources.
Photo numbers: Photos 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, & 10
Describe work and impact on feature:
The windows and frames on the south and west walls will be replaced with custom made wood windows
and custom made frames. Windows will match the new windows that were installed on the east wall in
2016. New frames will also match the 2016 east wall work and replicated the beaded corner that
survived on a few of the surviving original deteriorated historic window frames. The windows and
frames will be made of good quality rot resistant wood. The windows and frames will be painted dark
green to match the new windows and doors on the east wall of the building.
No. 4

Feature : Doors

Date of Feature: c.1833/c1890/c.1920/c.2000

Describe existing feature and its condition:
The east facing or front elevation or the Players’ Ring has four doors. The doors will be described from
north to south. The northern most door (Door A) serves as the main entrance. It is a wood framed door
with a lower panel below and a glazed window above. The lower panel originally had beveled edges
where the panel fit into the rails of the door. This was replaced a few years ago with a flat panel when
the door began to fail. The door sits in a surround that includes side panels topped with side lights
capped with a wide blind arch infilled with a wood panel that imitates a louvered shutter. The door was
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originally varnished wood but was painted sometime in the last ten years. The door and its frame are in
poor condition.
The next door (Door B) is a surviving early/original door. Made of painted wood it has heavy rails with
deeply inset panels. The door follows a typical Greek Revival design where the center rail resembles an
up-side-down cross with two upper elongated panels and shorter lower panels. The door, which is not
operable, is in fair condition. The lower sill of the door frame was replaced with concrete sometime in
the 20th century.
The third door (Door C) dates from c.1920 and is a typical painted wood six paneled door with its original
hardware. The door is not operable and is in fair condition.
The southernmost door (Door D) is a modern wood door installed around the year 2000. It replicates a
typical six panel door. The door serves as an emergency exit out of the theater and it and its modern
frame are in poor condition.
Photo numbers: Photos 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, & 18
Describe work and impact on feature:
Rehabilitation of doors a, b, and c will be funded in part by a 2017 Conservation License Plate grant from
the NH Division of Historical Resources. As part of the requirement of that grant the scope of work for
these doors has been submitted to and approved by Amy Dixon at the NHDHR.
Door A and its frame will be rehabilitated. Deteriorated historic features shall be repaired rather than
replaced. Where the severity of deterioration requires replacement, the new feature work will match
the old in design, color, texture, materials, and other visual qualities. The door will be varnished to
match its historic appearance. This door will continue to serve as the primary entrance to the theatre.
Door B and its frame will be rehabilitated. The door is in fair condition. The door and frame have
historically been painted and will be finished in dark green to match the new windows and doors on the
east wall of the building. This door will continue to be nonoperational.
Door C and its frame will be rehabilitated. The door is in fair condition but its sill will require
replacement. The new sill will match the old in design, texture, and material. The door and frame have
historically been painted and will be finished in dark green to match the new windows and doors on the
east wall of the building. This door will continue to be nonoperational.
Door D is not historic and will be replaced. In 2016 the non-historic doors on the east side of the
building were replaced with metal doors clad in vertical sheathing in the attempt to create the look of a
a generic warehouse door. No evidence of this type of door has been found for this building and the
original back doors were likely iron clad (one of the doors retains its iron pintails for a steel clad door.)
The use of a door sheathed with vertical boards on the building is without historic precedent and
replicating it on the front of the building would be inappropriate. The Players’ Ring is proposing to
replace this door with a metal door clad on the exterior with wood rails and panels that replicate Door
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B. Door B was chosen as an example of an early (possibly original) example of a front door to this
building. The rails of the new door will be shallower to allow a trained eye to recognize the door as a
modern feature. This door will continue to serve as an emergency exit.
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Photo 1: North and West facing walls of the Players’ Ring

Photo 2: South and East facing walls of the Players’ Ring

Photo 3: Examples of typical windows installed in 2016 with
Conservation License Plate funding.

Photo 4: Detail of beaded window frame that replicates historic
frames that survive on the building.
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Photo 5: Interior view of a window installed in 2016.

Photo 6: Interior muntin of window installed in 2016.

Photo 7: Interior detail showing chamfered edge of a window
installed in 2016.

Photo 8: Typical existing window on south elevation. Note the
side rails of the frame have been replaced. The majority of the
windows have poorly repaired frames like this.
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Photo 9: Window on the front (east facing) elevation. This in
one of the few original intact window frames. The frame is
badly weathered and shows damage on the top lintel.

Photo 10: Detail of the window in photo 9. Note the beaded
edge.

Photo 11: Door A

Photo 12: Door A. Detail showing the damaged frame and
side panel.
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Photo 13: Door A showing damage to the lower frame of the
glazed window panel.

Photo 14: Door B

Photo 15: Door C

Photo 16: Door C showing the damaged sill.
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Photo 17: Door D

Photo 18: Typical door on west facing elevation that was
installed in 2016.

Photo 19: Typical mortar deterioration on the lower four feet of
the south facing elevation.

Photo 20: Typical mortar deterioration on the lower four feet of
the south facing elevation.
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Photo 21: detail or mortar loss on the west facing elevation.
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Photo 22: Typical mortar condition above four feet on the west
and south facing walls as seen on the north facing wall.

